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Abstract
Millions of women worldwide have
silicone breast implants. It has
been reported that implant failure
occurs in approximately a tenth of
patients within 10 years, and the
consequences of dissemination of silicone debris are poorly understood. Currently, silicone detection in histopathological slides is based on morphological
features as no specific immunohistochemical technique is available. Here, we
show the feasibility and sensitivity of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) imaging to specifically detect silicone material in stained histopathological slides,
without additional sample treatment. Histology slides of four periprosthetic
capsules from different implant types were obtained after explantation, as well
as an enlarged axillary lymph node from a patient with a ruptured implant.

Abbreviations: CC, connected component; OPO, optical parametric oscillator; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane; PU, polyurethane; RMSE, root mean
square error; ROI, region of interest; SRS, stimulated Raman scattering.
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SRS images coregistered with bright-field images revealed the distribution and
quantity of silicone material in the tissue. Fast and high-resolution imaging of
histology slides with molecular specificity using SRS provides an opportunity
to investigate the role of silicone debris in the pathophysiology of implantlinked diseases.
KEYWORDS
capsular contraction, label-free histology, nonlinear optics, pathology, plastic surgery, polymer
detection, silicone bleeding

1 | INTRODUCTION
Breast augmentation is the most commonly performed
plastic surgery procedure worldwide [1, 2]. The majority
of these implants are of the silicone gel type, with a small
minority being saline-filled. The filling of modern cohesive gel implants is made up of short-chain polymers of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gel, interspersed with
short-chain PDMS fluid. The cover, or shell, is composed
of a tougher, cross-linked silicone elastomer [3].
Concerns over the safety of breast implants have conventionally focused on macroscopic rupture, in which
structural failure of the shell leads to large amounts of silicone gel around the implant. Dissemination of silicone
gel has been observed in the surrounding implant capsule
and axillary lymph nodes in the case of implant rupture
[4–8]. Further migration to the lungs [9–11], skin [12],
and the lower extremities [13] has also been described.
The use of a cohesive gel, and increased structural integrity of the implant shells because of barrier layers, has
led to decreased rupture rates in modern adaptations.
Nevertheless, concern remains about the safety of
long-term exposure to implant material. Silicone is regarded as a biologically inert material, although immunological reactions can result in complications, as
demonstrated by the severe granulomatous reactions
sometimes observed after liquid silicone injections [14,
15]. The role of free silicone in the development of capsular contracture [16], and in breast implant-associated
anaplastic large cell lymphoma [17] is not fully understood. The type of implant has been shown to affect the
risk of these conditions [18, 19]; however, the exact role
that silicone itself plays is still unconfirmed [20, 21].
Large amounts of gel from ruptured implants are easily discernible using imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging and high-resolution ultrasound
[7]. However, gel “bleeding” or “sweating,” short-chain
polymer fluid permeating through the shell, results in
small particles or droplets that pose a diagnostic challenge [22]. Even though fluorosiloxane barriers were
introduced to reduce this bleeding phenomenon, it is

unclear to what extent this bleeding still happens into the
surrounding tissue [23]. The reference standard for such
evaluations, bright-field microscopic analysis of histology
slides, relies on morphological clues of silicone particles
but lacks a specific dye that reliably stains silicone only.
Suspect structures are often described as amorphous,
translucent material in apparent vacuoles [24, 25]. Nonspecific stains that have been described to help visualize
silicone include stamp pad ink and polymer-staining Oil
Red O [10, 24, 26].
Several analysis techniques exist that exhibit chemical
specificity. For instance, energy dispersive X-ray analysis
has been used in the past for the detection of elemental
silicon in silicone granulomas [10, 26–28]. Atomic
absorption spectroscopy has also been described as quantitative tool for silicon detection [22]. Besides not having
molecular specificity, these techniques require additional
sample preparation, and only a limited number of points
can be analyzed. Attempts to detect silicone polymers
with molecular specificity include NMR [29] and infrared
spectroscopy [30]. These techniques are generally timeconsuming and therefore impractical for analysis of
larger tissues. They also lack the necessary micrometer
spatial resolution and are not compatible with tissue
slides prepared for histology.
Conventional Raman microscopy provides a nondestructive spectral analysis of chemicals at sub-micrometer
resolution. However, excessively long acquisition times
due to the low Raman cross section and the strong fluorescence background make this technique less suitable
for the large-scale mapping of tissues. Previous attempts
at Raman spectroscopic analysis found additional disadvantages: tissue must remain unstained and uncovered,
resulting in the tissue drying out and risking contamination [25].
Silicone detection in histological slides should ideally
be specific, sensitive, nondestructive and fast. For analysis of samples collected earlier, the technique should be
compatible with common tissue preparation protocols.
One technique that fulfills these requirements is stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy. SRS is based
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on the synchronized action of two overlapping laser
beams of a different color, typically in the near-infrared
range. SRS results in much stronger signals than conventional Raman scattering, circumvents fluorescence from
the sample and the cover slip, while speeding up the
detection significantly; pixel dwell times in the order of
microseconds, compared to seconds for conventional
Raman, are routinely achieved [31–33]. Furthermore, the
spectral response still follows that of spontaneous Raman
spectroscopy [31]. These characteristics make SRS an
excellent technique for label-free vibrational imaging of
biological tissues [31, 33–37]. In an earlier paper, we also
established SRS as a suitable technique for the identification of micrometer-sized polymer particles (“microplastics”) in environmental samples [38].
SRS is a four-wave mixing process that interacts with
the third order susceptibility of a Raman active material.
In short, two spatially and temporally overlapping pulsed
laser beams concurrently arrive at a sample. When the
photon energy difference of the beams matches a vibrational transition of a molecule, a signal is generated by
intensity transfer from the pump beam to the Stokes
beam. Modulation of one of the beams will therefore
cause modulation transfer to the other beam. The amplitude of this modulation transfer will be proportional to
both the Raman cross section of the molecule and the
number of molecules in the focal volume [31, 34, 43].
In this article, we introduce an SRS-based method for
the detection of silicone in histological slides. We first
record SRS-derived silicone and background tissue spectra in the C─H stretch region to select two wavenumber
settings that maximize the contrast between silicone and
the surrounding tissue. We show that sample
deparaffinization and staining of the slides does not
change the silicone content of these samples. We provide
a framework for fast, high-throughput analysis by showing the distribution map and quantitative analysis of a
full histological slide.

2 | MATER I ALS AN D M ETH ODS/
EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 | Sample preparation
Table 1 shows a list of samples used in this experiment.
The periprosthetic capsules from four women with breast
implants, collected during explantation, were analyzed
for this study. In one case, the reason for explantation
was a clinical diagnosis of implant rupture. The second
case involved an implant that was deemed during explantation to be “sweating,” a phenomenon in which, perioperatively, silicone gel is found to have permeated
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T A B L E 1 Description of all samples description list of all
samples used in this study. Implant status indicates the
perioperative evaluation of the macroscopic integrity of the
explanted implant
Sample
number

Tissue

Implant
status

#1

Implant capsule

Rupture

Silicone gel

#2

Implant capsule

“Sweating”

Silicone gel

#3

Implant capsule

Intact

PU-covered,
silicone gel

#4

Implant capsule

Intact

Silicone gel

#5

Axillary lymph
node

Rupture

Silicone gel

Implant type

Abbreviation: PU, polyurethane.

through the implant shell, without a macroscopically visible rupture. Removal of the third, PU foam-covered,
implant was not related to implant failure. A capsule
from a nonruptured implant (sample #4) served as a
potential negative control. Furthermore, an axillary
lymph node from a patient with a ruptured implant was
included (sample #5). Informed consent was obtained in
accordance with institutional guidelines.
Samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 24 hours,
then routinely processed for conventional paraffin
embedding. Paraffin sections of 5 μm were cut. After
deparaffinization and rehydration, slides were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).
To investigate the potential loss of silicone content
during deparaffinization, one tissue section, known to
contain silicone, was imaged before and after
deparaffinization.

2.2 | SRS microscopy setup
A modified version of a previously described setup [38,
39, 43] was used (Figure 1), based on a Plecter Duo Nd:
YAG laser (Lumera Laser, Kaiserslautern, Germany) with
a repetition rate of 80 MHz and 8 ps pulse duration. The
two output beams consisted of a 1064 nm laser
which was sinusoidally amplitude-modulated at
3.636 MHz with a 3080-194 Acousto-Optical Modulator
(EQ Photonics GmbH, Eching Germany). The second,
frequency-doubled output was used to pump a Levante
Emerald Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) (APE,
Berlin, Germany). The OPO (Pump beam) was tuned so
that the photon energy difference with the fixed 1064-nm
beam (Stokes) would correspond with the targeted molecular vibration, with a 4 cm−1 spectral resolution. The
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F I G U R E 1 Schematic representation of the SRS setup. AOM,
acousto-optic modulator; C, condenser; D, photodetector; DM,
dichroic mirror; DS, delay stage; F, short-pass filter; LIA, lock-in
amplifier; LSM, laser scanning microscope; O, objective; OPO,
optical parametric oscillator; PC, computer; SRS, stimulated Raman
scattering. The black dashed line represents the reference frequency
for the LIA

OPO output beam and the laser beam at 1064 nm were
overlapped temporally using a delay stage, and overlapped spatially with a dichroic mirror. Subsequently, the
beams were sent into a 7MP laser scanning microscope
(Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Samples were scanned
using a C-achroplan W 32× water immersion objective
with a numerical aperture of 0.85 (Zeiss). Tile scanning
with an x-y raster stage was used to image areas larger
than the field of view. A water immersion condenser with
a numerical aperture of 1.2 was used to collect the
forward-scattered light. The 1064 nm beam was blocked
with a combination of a long-pass dichroic mirror and a
short-pass optical filter. A DET36A photodetector
(Thorlabs), integrated with an in-house built transimpedance amplifier, detected the pump beam light. To
reveal the stimulated Raman loss, the signal was
demodulated using an HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich
Instruments, Zürich, Switzerland) set to 13.75 μs time
constant and filter order 8. The microscope's ZEN2011
proprietary software was used to reconstruct images.
SRS spectra were compared to spontaneous Raman
spectra obtained from silicone breast implant gel and from
silicone particulates in a histology slide, using an inVia
Reflex Raman microspectrometer (Renishaw, Wottonunder-Edge, UK) at a laser wavelength of 785 nm.

2.3 | Image acquisition
For overview SRS images, the tile size was 128 × 128
pixels and corresponded to a field of view of
205 × 205 μm2, meaning a pixel size of 1.6 μm. The
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measurement time was 100 μs per pixel, which corresponded to under 3 seconds per tile in practice.
Regions of interest (ROIs) were rescanned at higher
resolution, with a 0.52 μm pixel size and 256 × 256
pixels per frame in approximately 9 seconds. The average power applied to the sample was 14 mW for the
1064 nm beam, and 7 mW for the OPO output beam.
Total laser power was limited to minimize damage to
samples. A 2:1 power ratio for the two beams was chosen to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio under this
power restriction [39].
Image acquisition consisted of obtaining a bright-field
picture of the entire slide, after which the sample was
scanned at two different wavenumbers that maximize the
contrast between silicone and the surrounding tissue. To
that end, a series of SRS images in the CH-stretch range
(2800–3000 cm−1) was acquired with five wavenumber
increments. Regions suspected of containing silicone
were chosen for this, and a spectrum was acquired for
each spatial location. Subsequently, averaged spectra
from silicone and from the tissue background were created. To determine the optimal wavenumbers for SRS discrimination, the root mean square error (RMSE) analysis
described by Lu et al was used [40].

2.4 | Image processing and analysis
The acquired SRS images were processed to remove
false positives and to create a mask that can be overlaid
on the histological image. First, an upper threshold
10% higher than the expected maximum SRS signal
from silicone was applied to remove sporadic thermal
damage-induced saturated signals. The image at the
background wavenumber was subsequently subtracted
from the silicone image, creating a high contrast,
silicone-specific SRS image. Adaptive thresholding was
applied to this image, and the resulting binary mask
was coregistered with the bright-field image using the
Control Point Selection Tool for MATLAB (Version
R2018b for Windows, MathWorks). The color green
was chosen for the silicone overlay to maximize contrast with the magenta-rich histology images. Particles
smaller than eight pixels were deleted to further reject
artifacts from submicrometer thermal damage. Setting
a pixel size effectively determines the lower spatial
detection limit. Given the pixel sizes of 1.6 and 0.52 μm
for low- and high-resolution scanning, this means particles as small as 20 μm2 and 2 μm2, respectively, can
be detected. Connected component (CC) analysis provided a list of all detected silicone particles. This
resulted in histograms and total silicone areas
expressed in μm2.
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3 | R ES U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
3.1 | Wavenumber selection
The SRS wavenumber run on sample #1 resulted in a
series of images that agreed very well with the spontaneous Raman spectra of silicone gel and of silicone particles
in tissue (Figure 2, Supplementary Video S1). A higher
baseline is seen in the spontaneous Raman spectrum from
the histology slide due to the fluorescence background
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(Figure 2A). The C─H stretch vibrational frequency in
PDMS is distinctly different from that of the major tissue
constituents, lipids and proteins. RMSE analysis resulted
in two wavenumbers for optimal contrast: 2905 cm−1 for
silicone and 2933 cm−1 for the tissue background
(Figure 2B). Two SRS images of a silicone particle in histological tissue were then acquired at these two
wavenumbers (Figure 2C,D). An intensity profile at the
bottom of the images illustrates the contrast between a silicone particle and the surrounding tissue background.

F I G U R E 2 Optimal wavenumber determination. Frame (A) shows the spontaneous Raman spectra of silicone breast implant gel (for
reference), and silicone in a histology slide from a ruptured implant (sample #1) in orange and blue, respectively. The stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS) spectra of silicone in a histology slide and of the adjacent tissue areas can be seen in (B), in purple and red, respectively. The
spontaneous Raman spectra from silicone have a high baseline in contrast to its SRS counterpart, due to the fluorescence background. Two
dotted lines indicate the calculated optimal wavenumbers. The lower frames show SRS images of a silicone particle in a hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) stained histology slide at the two wavenumbers: (C) for the silicone wavenumber at 2905 cm−1 and (D) for the tissue
background wavenumber at 2933 cm−1. In both images, the pixel intensity along a line across the particle is plotted underneath this line.
Scale bar: 250 μm
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3.2 | Deparaffinization
SRS imaging of a silicone containing tissue slide before
and after deparaffinization and staining was carried out
to assess the possible washing out of silicone material
during these steps. However, side-by-side comparison of
before (Figure 3A) and after SRS images (Figure 3C),
shows no evidence of a decrease in silicone material.
Figure 3B,D shows the corresponding H&E stained tissue, before and after overlaying the SRS image of silicone
particles (in green false color).

3.3 | Sample analysis
All four implant capsules that were analyzed (Table 1)
contained measurable amounts of silicone. The capsule
obtained from the ruptured implant #1 was used as positive control due to the large amounts of silicone apparent
in the bright-field image. Figure 4A shows the results of
the full-slide analysis of this capsule. Relatively large
agglomerations can be seen in open areas with apparent
similar shape. Scanning of this relatively large sample of
27 × 106 μm2 at 1.6 μm pixel size and at two
wavenumbers took approximately 2 hours. The area of
the slide actually covered by tissue was 10.8 × 106 μm2.
CC analysis resulted in the quantification of particle
sizes. Summing of all particles showed a total silicone
area of 28 000 μm2 for the entire slide, meaning 0.26% of
the sample's area. Additionally, a histogram of all the
particle sizes is shown in Figure 4B with 25 μm2 binning.
High-resolution scans of ROI at 0.5 μm pixel size are
shown in Figure 4C-F.
Figure 5 shows additional examples of silicone detection in different tissues and implant types. The axillary
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lymph node sample (sample #5) in Figure 5A,B, an example of silicone migration to distant organs, showed an
abnormal
vacuolated
aspect
with
numerous
multinucleated giant cells. Large silicone particles were
found in these sizeable vacuoles, while smaller vacuoles
showed a crescent of material at their fringes not apparent in the standard bright-field picture. The capsule from
a nonruptured implant (sample #4, Figure 5C,D), unexpectedly revealed large agglomerations of silicone. The
PU foam-covered implant capsule (sample #3, Figure 5E,
F) was initially included as a potentially negative control,
as PU has a different Raman spectrum and does not provide contrast in our SRS protocol. PU material in such a
capsule can, however, be recognized based on its distinct
morphology: polygonal and triangular shapes of translucent material. Nonetheless, SRS imaging resulted in the
detection of additional silicone debris distally in the capsule, relative to the PU foam particles. This finding indicates that the foam shell cover does not stop the
migration of silicone gel filling. Finally, the capsule from
the “sweating” implant (sample #2) is shown in
Figure 5G,H, and was also found to contain silicone.

4 | CONCLUSION
The SRS imaging protocol described in this manuscript
makes it possible to detect and quantify silicone debris in
histology slides with molecular specificity, in a fast and
convenient manner. Deparaffinated and stained histological slides were found suitable for silicone quantification,
as the silicone distribution in the sample is maintained
when compared to unstained, paraffin embedded slides.
Contrary to previous analysis techniques, SRS is nondestructive and involves no additional preparatory steps.

F I G U R E 3 Comparison of silicone content before and after deparaffinization. A,C, Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) images at the
2905 cm−1 wavenumber depict the silicone content of a region of interest in an implant capsule (sample #1) before and after the
deparaffinization and staining protocol. Note the apparent similarity between the silicone particles in (A,C). B, The color image of the
histology slide after deparaffinization and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. D, The SRS image for silicone of (C), overlaid in green on
the H&E image. Scale bar: 50 μm
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F I G U R E 4 Fully imaged histology slide of implant capsule (sample 1) is shown in Frame (A). Green depicts the stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS) scan at silicone wavenumber, superimposed on the bright-field image of the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) histology slide.
The histogram in (B) shows the distribution of particle sizes found in the full-sized image by connected component analysis of the SRS signal
representing silicone. Scale bar: 1 mm. Insets scale bar: 200 μm. Insets (C-F) show regions of interest at higher resolution, and illustrate the
extreme sensitivity of SRS to depth; only the silicone present at the focal plane elicits an SRS signal

Additionally, coverslips and H&E staining reagents used
in standard histology slides do not interfere with the SRS
signal.
The sweating or bleeding of short-chain silicone polymers from the cohesive gel core may also result in particles smaller than our size detection limit, although there
is currently a paucity of evidence concerning the distribution of such submicrometer particulates. Contrary to
metal orthopedic implant debris, where particle sizes are
well-documented [41], it is difficult to define a range of
particle sizes because of the viscous nature of silicone gel.
Hirakawa et al looked at particle shedding from siliconesurfaced orthopedic implants and found a size distribution skewed towards submicrometer particles [42]. Joint
surfaces are subject to higher shear forces than shapedetermining implants so a direct comparison of particle
sizes may not be apt. Nevertheless, given the chosen pixel
size for SRS imaging, the smallest detectable particle size
was 2 μm2. Even though this is larger than the theoretical
resolution limit of the SRS setup, smaller particles were
excluded in this study to limit the number of artifacts at
the selected step size and measurement time. It appears
that this limit of 2 μm2 is more than adequate for the
detection of intracellular silicone.
Although the amount of silicone material was found
to remain unaffected after deparaffinization, preparatory
steps prior to this may still drastically decrease the

material present in the final histology slide. When
looking at the large vacuoles that do contain silicone,
only a fraction of the vacuole contains silicone particulate
and it is presently unclear whether this is due to previous
phagocytosis of silicone or washing out during the preparatory steps described earlier.
Additional uncertainty about the quantification of silicone arises from the SRS depth resolution. In a previous
study, we showed the full-width-at-half-max focal length
in the Z-dimension to be around 2.6 μm at similar wavelengths [43], which is about half of the 5 μm thick histological slides. This means that some silicone can be
outside of the focal volume range and will not contribute
to the SRS signal. Indeed, we found some locations where
silicone is observed in the color image but the edges of a
particle are not detected in the SRS signal. This can be
seen in the insets of Figure 4, in vacuoles in Figure 5B
and to some extent in Figure 3.
Although SRS imaging of silicone exhibits excellent
contrast and is generally nondestructive, some microsized
sample damage may occur due to the pulsed and tightly
focused laser beams.
The samples measured in this study showed inhomogeneity in their susceptibility to photodamage, although
the relatively low power applied on the sample helped to
avoid this. Nevertheless, photo-induced damage spots
were sporadically observed, especially close to the edges
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F I G U R E 5 Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissues containing silicone. Pairs of frames show histology images without and with
the overlaid stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) false-colored image, with green depicting silicone. A,B, An H&E stained slide of an axillary
lymph node containing large vacuoles with a high amount of silicone particles (sample 5). Inflammatory response in the form of
multinucleated giant cells can be seen surrounding the vacuoles. C,D, A periprosthetic capsule from a nonruptured silicone gel implant with
the characteristic amorphous material surrounded by a dense collagen matrix (sample 4). A periprosthetic capsule from a polyurethane
(PU) foam-covered implant can be seen in (E,F), showing encapsulation of different foreign materials (sample 3). Near the bottom of the
images, a zone of translucent polygonal-shaped particles corresponds with the porous PU foam. Particles that were spectrally verified as
silicone can be seen distally from the implant side of the capsule. Notice that PU does not show up on the SRS image with these SRS
settings, indicating the specificity of the technique. A capsule from a non-ruptured implant, that was deemed to be “sweating” during
explantation, can be seen in (G,H) (sample 2). Large amounts of silicone are present at the implant side of this capsule. Scale bars: 100 μm

of the tissue. These spots show up as an intense signal,
allowing their removal using an upper threshold. This
occasional photodamage is the main limiting factor to
increasing the scanning speed of the current system. That
is to say, the relatively low power has to be compensated
with relatively long time constants and pixel dwell times
to retain an adequate signal and spatial resolution. Using
a dual-beam SRS system as described by Heuke et al [44]
would result in a roughly twofold increase in scanning
speed, as it would enable the simultaneous detection of
the silicone and protein peaks.
The extent to which silicone debris from breast
implants could impact women's long-term health is not
fully understood. Studies that evaluate biocompatibility
focus on short term effects, even though silent implant

failure may go unnoticed for years. Whether a foreignbody reaction to silicone particles plays a role in the most
common breast implant complication, capsular contracture, or in the rarer systemic complaints is still up for
debate. Until now, no fast and sensitive technique existed
that spectrally determined the silicone content of histology slides down to the micrometer level.
By performing SRS analysis on stained histological
slides, the extent of silicone debris contamination of the
surrounding tissue can be analyzed objectively, spectrally
confirming the identity of silicone material in tissue without having to rely on nonspecific morphological features.
This can also be done retrospectively on stored tissue
samples, of which there is an ample reserve in most
pathology departments, without any additional sample
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treatment. Furthermore, it allows the combination of
SRS and conventional staining on the same slide,
enabling focused research into the relationship between
silicone presence and specific cells.
In this study, all tissue samples were thin (5 μm) and
the signal was detected in transmission geometry. However, using epi geometry, this approach can also be used
on thicker samples. In an earlier paper [43], we showed
the feasibility of SRS imaging up to tens of micrometers
in depth, at the expense of a lower signal-to-noise ratio.
SRS being a nonlinear technique, it offers a sharp focus
in the Z-dimension and is therefore also suitable for 3D
imaging through optical sectioning [37].
In addition, multiple groups have described SRSbased approaches to image fresh tissue and provide labelfree histology by targeting the major biochemical components (stimulated Raman histology) [45, 46]. Apart from
SRS, also coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
microscopy has been employed for that purpose [47]. We
are convinced that such an approach is also feasible for
the detection of silicone in tissue. In the current study we
specifically targeted silicone, but in principle one could
also carry out the SRS (or CARS) analysis at several
wavenumbers to target both silicone and tissue components. This way one would obtain the distribution of silicone and the histology from the same experiment (with
no need for sample preparation).
Using the method described in this article, determining
the silicone content relative to the sample surface area
allows a direct comparison between samples. The different
cell types and immunological mechanisms present in the
tissue surrounding silicone implants can be analyzed, while
simultaneously providing a quantitative evaluation of silicone content. Comparing these data for different implant
types, surgical techniques and patient characteristics should
result in a better understanding of pathophysiological
mechanisms and would enable a better assessment of the
performance of both implants and surgical techniques.
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